PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT OR ENHANCEMENT

Security Metrics Program

Is Security measuring activities versus reporting business-based value? Is senior management asking for Security to justify program costs or repeatedly asking you to benchmark against peers? Does the Security leader need to generate a business case to secure more resources for the department?

Security metrics help you monitor incremental operational excellence and shape a quantified value story for internal business audiences.

How can SEC help?

- Provide a security metrics self-assessment to determine a starting point for the metrics program.
- Review and analyze current data being collected to ascertain possible metrics.
- Identify the three most impactful metrics for your program.
- Develop the most powerful way to communicate your metrics and conclusions.

Transformation

A Security team that is able to make effective, defensible decisions, substantiate improved performance and articulate the value the security program brings the organization.

The Security Executive Council (SEC) is the only research and advisory firm that specializes in corporate security and is comprised of former security executives – we understand the issues and work to solve obstacles to success.

To learn more about Security Metrics Program development or other ways we can collaborate with you, please contact us at contact@secleader.com

HOW OTHERS HAVE BENEFITTED FROM THIS SOLUTION

SEC’s process has helped clients:

- Develop a metrics dashboard that resonated with senior management.
- Defend the cost of a particular internal program based on its ability to better protect valuable assets than an external option.
- Identify a necessary course correction.